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BODY FOR INSTRUMENTED PEDAL AND PRODUCTION PROCESS THEREOF

DESCRIPTION

The present invention relates to a body for an instrumented pedal and to a process for its manufacturing. The present invention further relates to an instrumented pedal, which enables, by associating to said body a system for detecting and processing quantities related to a pedal stroke, to avail oneself in real time of a monitoring of the power and of an assessment of the efficiency of the pedal stroke itself.

History of the Technology

Systems for power monitoring and for assessing pedal stroke efficiency directly coupled to the pedal of a bicycle are known in the art.

Description of the Prior Art

Prior systems for measuring the pedal stroke present in the literature envisage the interposition of a marketed or specifically made load cell between the quick coupler of the cyclist's cycling shoe and the system for anchoring the pedal to the pedal crank. As is known, pressure exerted by a cyclist on the pedal body is unloaded directly on the load cell by the constraining reaction afforded just by the anchoring system on the cell itself. A system of extensimeters suitably arranged on the cell is able to measure its deformation, and therefore trace the load applied thereon. Measurement of the tilt angle between the pedal body and the system for anchoring to the pedal crank is typically obtained by a rotary encoder interposed between the pedal body, integral to the cycling shoe, and the axis of rotation integral to the pedal crank.

These two elements are connected, in any one instrumented or non-instrumented bicycle pedal, by rolling or sliding bearings, or by bearings which however allow exclusively relative rotation with respect to a common axis, blocking all other degrees of freedom in space.

Drawbacks of the Prior Art

The known-art systems mentioned above, though commonly used to date, entail remarkable drawbacks. Known-art systems, which envisage just the coupling of a load cell to a pedal body, in no way can be manufactured by a pressure die-casting molding process, as they normally have one or more undercuts which would make their drawing from the mould impossible.

Moreover, in cases in which the block constituting the load cell is positioned within a flange for connecting to the shaft-pedal crank system, the making of a through opening
into said block, to obtain thereon vertical regions needed for deformation measurement, proves practically impossible other than by extremely complicated and therefore costly processes.

Lastly, such manufacturings unavoidably entail an increase in dimensions with respect to a non-instrumented pedal, with a consequent and unavoidable increase in the weight thereof.

**Objects of the Invention**

Object of the present invention is to solve the above-mentioned drawbacks by providing a body for instrumented pedal as substantially defined in claim 1, and an instrumented pedal as substantially defined in claim 13.

A further object of the present invention is to provide a production process of the body for instrumented pedal as substantially defined in claim 10.

Further features of the invention are defined in the corresponding dependent claims thereof.

**Advantages of the Invention**

The present invention, by overcoming the mentioned problems of the known art, entails several evident advantages.

The body for instrumented pedal subject of the present invention has a geometry such as not to have undercuts, which otherwise would not allow body production by a pressure die-casting molding process. Such a geometry is attained, as will be made evident in the detailed description of two preferred embodiments thereof, in spite of the fact that the body subject of the invention comprises portions configured for detecting loads acting on the pedal.

Advantageously, the option of using a pressure die-casting process makes a mass production possible, drastically reducing its times and costs with respect to the manufacturing of instrumented pedals of a type known to date.

It will be appreciated that the body subject of the present invention could alternatively be manufactured also by chip-forming machining.

Ultimately, the instrumented pedal according to the invention has mechanical and geometric features such as to be as near as possible in shape, weight and size to a marketed-type pedal.

In fact, the instrumented pedal is manufactured so as to minimize weight and size: the pedal body, excluding the shaft for connecting with the pedal crank and the fitting for anchoring to the spring of the cycling shoe, was contrived and manufactured in one piece, which has some portions whose deformations are associated, by a univocal relationship, to the load applied in the part of the pedal itself contacting the cycling
The angle of the body with respect to the shaft is preferably measured by a Hall effect encoder, entailing the use of a magnet integral to the pedal shaft and housed at its end opposite to the pedal crank, facing (not in direct contact with) a built-in electronic component, integral to the body and able to detect magnetic field variations, i.e. relative rotation between shaft and body.

The body according to the invention is compatible with axis-bearing systems of standard typology, which ensure attaching to the pedal crank analogously to what is had for the attaching of non-instrumented pedals available on the market.

Moreover, the pedal according to the invention is compatible with cleats of standard typology, like e.g. of SPD-SL type for cycling shoes, where for "cleat" it is generally meant a plastics element, fixed onto the sole of the cycling shoe, which has the function of anchoring the latter to coupling/releasing means, obtained instead on the pedal.

Another advantage of the instrumented pedal subject of the invention consists in the option of housing, built-in the body of the pedal itself, the electronics for collecting signals from sensors that are located on the above-mentioned sensitive portions, for the conditioning and retransmission in wireless mode of said signals.

Moreover, the electronics aboard is capable of calculating synthetic parameters derived from force and angle measurements, and of sending them likewise to a station receiving also in a mode compatible with commercial standards for wireless transmissions (ANT/ANT+).

Therefore, the pedal according to the invention entails the option of using a shaft and the related bearings, needed to operate the rotatable connection between shaft and body, of size, shape and weight comparable with the solutions adopted on commercial pedals to date available but non-instrumented.

Moreover, the compactness of the geometry defined allows to house the electronics into the front part of the pedal. Also the coupling for the cleat is compatible with standard-type cleats, thereby allowing a greater use of already well-tested commercial components.

Lastly, the instrumented pedal will preferably be covered by a plastics carter in the underlying portion, to protect from environmental stresses the sensitive zone, the shaft, the encoder system, the electronics and the required power batteries.

Preferably, one or more switches, required for activation/deactivation and for pedal configuration, and optional signaling LEDs could be present on the external carter.

According to a preferred embodiment the body subject of the invention, made e.g. of
aluminum alloy, affords a weight of about 60 g. By adding up the weights of all other components required, as will be made evident hereinafter, about 175 g are reached. Considering an overall weight of 25 g for the electronics, batteries and plastics carter, the overall weight of the instrumented pedal is in the neighborhood of 200 g, therefore quite close to and slightly greater than the weight of a commercial non-instrumented pedal, whose weight is equal to about 175g.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

Yet further advantages, as well as the features and operation steps of the present invention will be made evident in the following detailed description of two preferred embodiments thereof, given by way of example and not for limitative purposes. Reference will be made to the figures of the annexed drawings, wherein:

Figures 1-7 depict in a perspective view a body for instrumented pedal subject of the present invention according to a first embodiment thereof;

Figures 8-9 depict in a perspective view a body for instrumented pedal subject of the present invention according to a second embodiment thereof;

Figures 10-12 depict various views of the body for instrumented pedal according to the second embodiment thereof;

Figure 13 depict various views of the body for instrumented pedal according to the first embodiment thereof;

Figure 14 depicts a perspective view of an instrumented pedal subject of the present invention;

Figures 15-20 show an exemplary embodiment of the instrumented pedal of the preceding figure.

**Detailed description of the drawings**

Referring to Figure 1, a body 1 for instrumented pedal according to a preferred embodiment thereof is shown in a perspective view. The body 1 has a top resting portion 11 which defines a plane base on which, in use, the cyclist sets his/her cycling shoe to perform the pedal stroke. The resting portion 11 has a through opening 111 delimiting a peripheral area 112 thereof. In particular, in this first embodiment the opening 111 is such as to give to the peripheral area 112 a substantially C-like shape.

Preferably, the body 1 comprises coupling/releasing means for the cycling shoe. Such means comprises a C-shaped coupler 12 for front coupling, and a seat for the attaching of a movable element for anchoring the rear part of the cycling shoe cleat, made by a pair of block-like members 13 facing each other.

Making reference to next Figures 2 and 3, which show the body 1 in a bottom
perspective view, the body 1 comprises a bottom block 14, rigidly connected to the top portion 11.
In particular, the bottom block 14 comprises a pair of elements or members 141, each one being substantially U-shaped. In particular, each U-shaped element comprises a longitudinal cross member 1411, arranged parallelly with respect to the plane base individuated by the resting portion 11, and a pair of vertical portions 1412 connected to the top resting portion 11 at the above-introduced peripheral area.
The two U-shaped elements 141 define along the vertical portions 1412 four regions measuring deformation associated to a pedal stroke load, applied by a cyclist on the resting portion 11 of the body 1.
The bottom block 14 further comprises a central component 142, interposed between the two elements 141 and connected thereto along the respective longitudinal cross members 1411. The component 142 is required, as will be made evident hereinafter, for housing a shaft associated to the pedal crank of a bicycle.
As can be seen from Figures 1-3, the longitudinal cross members 1411 and the central component interposed between them are configured so as to be contained within a port defined by the through opening 1.1.1.
Such a geometry, beside giving to the body weight and size remarkably reduced with respect to instrumented pedals in spite of the fact that it comprises portions configured so as to be able to detect their deformations, portions which entail a remarkable encumbrance, enables piece production also by a pressure die-casting molding process.
In fact, said configuration has no undercuts, which would prevent a drawing of the body from the mould upon carrying out the casting and the subsequent cooling.
The central component 142 is preferably spaced from the plane base defined by the top portion, and is therefore arranged with respect to the plane base singled out by the resting portion at a lower level. In particular, it has a top surface which faces thereon and is parallel thereto.
Thus, it is ensured that the load applied to the resting surface be discharged solely on the vertical portions 1412 and then measured. Otherwise, should the load be imparted also on the component, a fraction thereof would not be detected anymore, as discharged directly on the shaft housed therein.
Object of the present invention is also to provide a production process for the manufacturing of a body for instrumented pedal, comprising a first step of manufacturing the body 1 as illustrated in the preceding figures. As highlighted above, the body 1 is preferably manufacturable by a pressure die-casting molding process.
Alternatively, the body 1 could be manufactured by chip-forming machining. Such machining typologies are *per se* well-known to persons skilled in the art, and therefore a detailed description thereof will not be given.

Therefore, the process subject of the invention provides a step of making a bore, preferably a through bore, into the central component, and obtained along a direction substantially parallel to the longitudinal cross members. A shaft, associable to a pedal crank of the bicycle, is then rotatably housed within the bore. Such housing is typically made by interposition of one or more bearings, e.g. of ball type, between component and shaft.

The through bore is preferably obtained into the central component by chip-forming machining.

Referring to next Figures 4-7, it is shown the body 1 in which, into the central component 142, a bore is obtained, denoted in figure by reference number 1421. Always referring to Figures 4-7, also in the block-like members 13 respective through bores are obtained, needed for the defining of a seat within which it is arranged the pin required for the fixing of a movable element, tilting with respect to the pedal body, with elastic return and shaped so as to anchor the cycling shoe cleat in its rear part. The details of this latter element are omitted, it being commercially available and therefore to be deemed as known art.

Within the bore 1421 a shaft (not depicted) is rotatably housed, for connection to a pedal crank of the bicycle.

Referring to Figure 8, it is shown a body 1' subject of the present invention, according to a second preferred embodiment. In said embodiment, the sole difference lies in that the through opening 111 defines, in this case on the resting portion 11, a substantially parallelogram-like shape by means of the presence of a connecting cross member 115. The vertical portions 1412 here are rigidly connected to the bearing top portion, substantially at the four vertexes of the parallelogram.

Next Figure 9 illustrates the body 1' subject of the invention; this time the shaft for connection to a pedal crank is depicted, shaft denoted in figure by reference number 2. Moreover, the body 1' comprises a load transmission plate 3, positioned on the through opening and connected to the resting portion at the peripheral area thereof.

It is understood that the shaft 2 is housed within the body according to the first preferred embodiment in a wholly analogous manner, as well as in a wholly analogous manner also the plate 3 will be positioned thereon, as well as the anchoring element.
tilting in the rear part.

Always referring to Figure 9, the shaft 2 is preferably housed within the central component by use of two circular ring nuts 4, 5. The external ring nut 5 has a closure bottom and is partly threaded on an outer skirt thereof. The internal ring nut 4 is instead comprised only of a hollow cylindrical element, and also the former is partly threaded on the outer skirt thereof. Said ring nuts are screwed on the cylindrical wall in the internal zone of the central component, in order to block the bearing positioned therein and therefore the shaft 2.

Figures 10-12 show in various views the body 1’ according to the second preferred embodiment, whereas Figure 13 affords the same views with regard to the body 1 of said first embodiment.

Referring now to next Figure 14, an instrumented pedal is shown, it also subject of the present invention, denoted by reference number 100.

It is understood that each bicycle will be equipped with a pair of instrumented pedals 100. The description of the invention anyhow addresses one pedal only, since the other one pedal of the pair is alike thereto in any aspect.

In particular, the instrumented pedal 100 comprises the body 1’ complete with shaft 2 rotatably housed therein. The pedal further comprises means for detecting a quantity related to a pedal stroke performed by a cyclist, coupled to the body 1’, and processing means (not reported in figure) associated to the detecting means, housed on the pedal 100 and configured to return a quantity indicative of power and a quantity indicative of pedal stroke efficiency. In particular, the detecting means comprises first measuring means configured for detecting an angular position of the shaft 2 with respect to the body 1’.

Such first measuring means preferably comprises an encoder (not visible) positioned within the external ring nut 5, placed at one end of the shaft 2. Such an electronic component is known in the state of the art, therefore the technical contrivances needed for a practical implementation thereof will not be discussed hereinafter.

The detecting means further comprises second measuring means, configured to be able to detect a deformation of the bottom block 14.

The second measuring means comprises a plurality of extensimeters 6 positioned on the four vertical portions, so as to be able to trace, depending on the deformation produced on such portions, the load applied by the cyclist onto the top resting portion.

In particular, the set of extensimeters 6 comprises plural sets of extensimeters, the extensimeters of each set being electrically connected therebetween by a Wheatstone bridge circuit diagram, so that each set be suitable for the measurement of a
respective component of the force exerted on the resting portion with respect to a predefined reference system.
Upon detecting such quantities comprising the vector of the applied force and the relative angle existing between resting portion and shaft, the processing means is just configured to acquire such quantities, process them and return information useful to determine power and pedal stroke efficiency.
Such means, implemented by electronic components placed on the pedal preferably within a seat 7 upperly delimited by the C-shaped coupling 12, transmit such information, preferably by a wireless-type connection, to a receiving station, e.g. a display unit placed on the handlebar of the bicycle itself. Thus, the cyclist has the option of monitoring and assessing in real time what is the power and the efficiency of his/her pedal stroke.
In particular, signals obtained by the sensing elements integral to the pedal are then amplified and suitably conditioned to be digitalized by a system built in the pedal.
The electronic components are able to acquire data coming from the sensors built in the pedal and from the encoder, process these signals so as to obtain therefrom values of total force applied and tangent to the pedal crank, calculate the contribution of useful torque for each single leg obtained as product of the tangent force by the pedal crank arm, and calculate the instantaneous power obtained multiplying the torque by angular velocity, this latter data derived from variation over time of the angular position measured.
Moreover, the electronic components aboard the pedal are provided with local memory on which to accumulate data measured and calculated on a pedal stroke cycle, which are used at the end of the same cycle to calculate synthetic data, such as the useful and effective power averaged on the pedal stroke cycle. Synthetic data are finally sent by a transceiver system, it also installed aboard, to the external unit, preferably by a proprietary protocol or by one of the most widely used standard protocols for transmission of power data related to a bicycle.
As mentioned, a data display unit completing the system is mounted on the bicycle handlebar and is preferably configured to receive, beside data from pedals needed to provide power data, also data from sensors of other type, such as heart rate monitor strap, rate measurer, speedometer, etc.
It is understood that what was stated for the instrumented pedal 100 holds true in an absolutely equivalent manner in case it comprises the body according to the first embodiment.

Referring to Figures 15-20, a mode of applying extensimeters to the bottom
block of the instrumented pedal for the measurement of deformations is illustrated by way of example and not for limitative purposes.

As explained in the foregoing, force exerted by the cyclist's foot is transferred by the cleat to the resting surface, which in turn distributes the load on the bottom block. From the latter two, the force is transmitted on the vertical portions constituting the sensitive part of the pedal, i.e. the zones whose deformation is to be monitored; in the bottom part they are integral to the central component which houses shaft and bearing.

To monitor deformation at some sections of said portions, extensimeters are used whose resistance varies with deformation, and therefore with the force applied.

Extensimeters are fastened on the sensitive sections in a suitable manner and position, and connected according to a Wheatstone bridge diagram. This type of circuit allows to measure electrical resistance variations as voltage output therefrom. The reaction existing between force applied and voltage Vout measured at the output of the circuit can, generally speaking, be approximated according to the law:

\[ F = A \times V_{\text{out}} \]

where A is a proportionality coefficient between applied force and measured voltage.

Since three force components have to be measured, three sets of extensimeters will be needed, each appointed to the measurement of one of the components Fx, Fy, Fz. Of course, it follows that three independent Wheatstone bridge circuits will be needed, each one sensitive only and exclusively to the applying of one of the force components mentioned.

As to the force component Fx, i.e. directed along the anteroposterior axis of the pedal with a sense concordant with the running direction of the bicycle with the pedal parallel to the ground, eight extensimeters are needed, positioned on the sensitive sections of the pedal body as illustrated in Figure 15.

The extensimeters are arranged in pairs of two, each on a different sensitive element of the four available; in particular, they are positioned on the zones facing the front part of the pedal and toward the rear face thereof.

The extensimeters are also fixed with their main direction of deformation lying along the perpendicular of the pedal loading plane, on the face of the sensitive section considered.

The eight extensimeters are connected to each other according to the configuration reported in Figure 16.

By supplying the Wheatstone bridge with an input voltage V, a voltage output of the circuit equal to:
\[ V_{\text{out}} = k \left( \frac{\Delta 1X}{1X} \frac{\Delta 2X}{2X} \frac{\Delta 3X}{3X} \frac{\Delta 4X}{4X} \frac{\Delta 5X}{5X} \frac{\Delta 6X}{6X} \frac{\Delta 7X}{7X} \frac{\Delta 8X}{8X} \right) \]

is obtained, \((1X, 2X, 3X, 4X, 5X, 6X, 7X, 8X)\) being the values of the electrical resistances of the extensimeters at rest, \((\Delta 1X, \Delta 2X, \Delta 3X, \Delta 4X, \Delta 5X, \Delta 6X, \Delta 7X, \Delta 8X)\) the values of the corresponding variations of electrical resistance under effect of component \(F_X\), \(V\) the supply voltage of the bridge, \(V_{\text{out}}\) the voltage measured at the output of the circuit and \(k\) a proportionality constant.

Since, due to how the pedal body has been drawn and designed, under the action of a component \(F_X\) the sensitive zones will tend to deform so that as a consequence the extensimeters \(1X, 4X, 5X\) and \(8X\) deform in a manner equal and opposite to the extensimeters \(2X, 3X, 6X\) and \(7X\), there results a value of the second term of the expression overall different from zero, and therefore \(V_{\text{out}}\) will be non-nil and proportional to \(V\).

Under the action of all other components of force and torque in space applicable to the pedal plane, the contribution to the second term will instead be nil, and therefore \(V_{\text{out}}\) will be equal to zero. There results a channel sensitive exclusively to quantity \(F_X\).

As to the force component \(F_Y\), i.e. directed along the median-lateral axis of the pedal toward the center of the bicycle, with the running direction of the bicycle with the pedal parallel to the ground, eight new extensimeters are needed, positioned on the sensitive sections of the pedal body as illustrated in Figure 17.

The extensimeters are arranged in pairs of two, each on a different sensitive element of the four available; in particular, they are positioned on the zones facing the right and left sides of the pedal. The extensimeters are further fixed with their main direction of deformation lying along the perpendicular of the pedal loading plane, on the face of the sensitive section considered.

The eight extensimeters are connected to each other according to the configuration reported in Figure 18.

By supplying the Wheatstone bridge with an input voltage \(V\), a voltage output of the circuit equal to:

\[ V_{\text{out}} = k \left( \frac{\Delta 1Y}{1Y} \frac{\Delta 2Y}{2Y} \frac{\Delta 3Y}{3Y} \frac{\Delta 4Y}{4Y} \frac{\Delta 5Y}{5Y} \frac{\Delta 6Y}{6Y} \frac{\Delta 7Y}{7Y} \frac{\Delta 8Y}{8Y} \right) \]

is obtained, \((1Y, 2Y, 3Y, 4Y, 5Y, 6Y, 7Y, 8Y)\) being the values of the electrical resistances of the extensimeters at rest, \((\Delta 1Y, \Delta 2Y, \Delta 3Y, \Delta 4Y, \Delta 5Y, \Delta 6Y, \Delta 7Y, \Delta 8Y)\) the values of the corresponding variations of electrical resistance under effect of component \(F_Y\), \(V\) the supply voltage of the bridge, \(V_{\text{out}}\) the voltage measured at the output of the circuit and \(k\) a proportionality constant.
Since, due to how the pedal body has been drawn and designed, under the action of a component $F_y$ the sensitive zones will tend to deform so that as a consequence the extensimeters $1Y, 4Y, 5Y$ and $8Y$ deform in a manner equal and opposite to the extensimeters $2Y, 3Y, 6Y$ and $7Y$, there results a value of the second term of the expression overall different from zero, and therefore $V_{out}$ will be non-nil and proportional to $V$. Under the action of all other components of force and torque in space applicable to the pedal plane, the contribution to the second term will instead be nil, and therefore $V_{out}$ will be equal to zero. There results a channel sensitive exclusively to quantity $F_y$.

As to the force component $F_z$, i.e. directed along the axis perpendicular to the loading plane of the pedal toward the ground with the pedal parallel to the ground itself, further eight extensimeters are needed, positioned on the sensitive sections of the pedal body as illustrated in Figure 19.

The extensimeters are arranged in pairs of two, each on a different sensitive element of the four available; in particular, they are positioned on the zones facing the internal part of the pedal. The extensimeters $1Z, 3Z, 5Z$ and $7Z$ are fixed with their main direction of deformation lying along the perpendicular of the pedal loading plane, on the face of the sensitive section considered, whereas the extensimeters $2Z, 4Z, 6Z$ and $8Z$ are fixed with their main direction of deformation lying perpendicularly to the preceding ones.

The eight extensimeters are connected to each other according to the configuration reported in Figure 20.

By supplying the Wheatstone bridge with an input voltage $V$, a voltage output of the circuit equal to:

$$V_{out} = k \left( \frac{\Delta 1Z}{1Z} - \frac{\Delta 2Z}{2Z} - \frac{\Delta 3Z}{3Z} + \frac{\Delta 4Z}{4Z} + \frac{\Delta 5Z}{5Z} - \frac{\Delta 6Z}{6Z} - \frac{\Delta 7Z}{7Z} + \frac{\Delta 8Z}{8Z} \right)$$

is obtained, $(1Z, 2Z, 3Z, 4Z, 5Z, 6Z, 7Z, 8Z)$ being the values of the electrical resistances of the extensimeters at rest, $(\Delta 1Z, \Delta 2Z, \Delta 3Z, \Delta 4Z, \Delta 5Z, \Delta 6Z, \Delta 7Z, \Delta 8Z)$ the values of the corresponding variations of electrical resistance under the effect of component $F_z$, $V$ the supply voltage of the bridge, $V_{out}$ the voltage measured at the output of the circuit $V$, and $k$ a proportionality constant.

Since, due to how the pedal body has been drawn and designed, under the action of a component $F_z$ the sensitive zones will tend to deform so that as a consequence the extensimeters $1Z, 3Z, 5Z$ and $7Z$ deform in a manner equal to each other and the extensimeters $2Z, 4Z, 6Z$ and $8Z$ deform in a manner equal to each other but opposite and proportional to the preceding ones, there results a value of the second term of the
expression overall different from zero, and therefor \( V_{out} \) will be non-nil and proportional to \( V \).

Under the action of all other components of force and torque in space applicable to the pedal plane, the contribution to the second term will instead be nil, and therefore \( V_{out} \) will be equal to zero. There results a channel sensitive exclusively to quantity \( F_z \).

The present invention has been hereto described with reference to two preferred embodiments thereof. It is understood that other embodiments might exist, all falling within the concept of the same invention, and all comprised within the protective scope of the claims hereinafter.


**CLAIMS**

1. A body (1, 1') for instrumented pedal (100) for a bicycle or the like, comprising:
   - a foot resting top portion (11) apt to define a plane base and having a through opening (111) such as to delimit a peripheral area (112) thereof;
   - a bottom block (14) comprising:
     - a pair of elements (141) each one being substantially U-shaped, each element (141) having a longitudinal cross member (1411) arranged parallelly to said plane base and a pair of vertical portions (1412) rigidly connected thereto substantially at said peripheral area (112); said vertical portions (1412) defining four deformation measuring regions associated to a pedal stroke load, said longitudinal cross members (1411) being parallel therebetween and configured so as to be contained within a port defined by said through opening (111);
     - a central component (142) interposed between said pair of U-shaped members (141) and connected thereto along the respective longitudinal cross members (1411), said central component (142) being it also contained within the port defined by said through opening (111).

2. The body (1') for instrumented pedal (100) according to the preceding claim, wherein said through opening (111) defines on said resting portion (11) a substantially parallelogram shape.

3. The body (1') for instrumented pedal (100) according to the preceding claim, wherein each vertical portion (1412) is connected to said resting portion (11) substantially at a respective vertex of the parallelogram.

4. The body (1) according to claim 1, wherein said through opening (111) gives to said peripheral area (112) a substantially C-like shape.

5. The body (1, 1') for instrumented pedal (100) according to one of the preceding claims, wherein said central component (142) is spaced from said plane base.

6. The body (1, 1') for instrumented pedal (100) according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said resting top portion (11) comprises coupling/releasing means (12, 13) for a cycling shoe.

7. The body (1, 1') for instrumented pedal (100) according to any one of the preceding claims, further comprising a load transmission plate (3), positioned on said through opening (111) and connected to said resting portion (11) at said peripheral area (112).

8. The body (1, 1') for instrumented pedal (100) according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein said central component (142) has a through bore (1421) obtained along a direction substantially parallel to said longitudinal cross members (1411).
9. The body (1, 1') for instrumented pedal (100) according to the preceding claim, further comprising a shaft (2) rotatably housed within said bore (1421), said shaft (2) being associable to a pedal crank of a bicycle.

10. A production process of a body (1, 1') for instrumented pedal associable to a pedal crank of a bicycle, comprising the steps of:
   • manufacturing a body (1, 1') according to any one of the claims 1 to 7;
   • making a bore (1421) within said component (142) along a direction substantially parallel to said longitudinal cross members (141 1);
   • rotatably housing a shaft (2) within said bore (1421).

11. The production process according to the preceding claim, wherein said body (1, 1') is manufactured by molding.

12. The production process according to claims 8 or 9, wherein said bore (1421) is made on said component (14) by chip-forming machining.

13. An instrumented pedal (100) for bicycle or the like, comprising:
   • a body (1, 1') according to claim 9;
   • means (5, 6) for detecting a quantity related to a pedal stroke performed by a cyclist, said means (5, 6) being coupled to said body (1, 1');
   • processing means associated to said detecting means (5, 6), housed on said pedal (100) and configured to return a quantity indicative of power and a quantity indicative of pedal stroke efficiency.

14. The instrumented pedal (100) according to the preceding claim, wherein said detecting means (5, 6) comprises first measuring means (5) configured for detecting an angular position of said shaft (2) with respect to said body (1, 1').

15. The instrumented pedal (100) according to the preceding claim, wherein said first measuring means (5) comprises an encoder (5) positioned at an end of said shaft (2).

16. The instrumented pedal (100) according to one of the claims 13 to 15, wherein said detecting means (5, 6) comprises second measuring means (6) configured for detecting a deformation of said bottom block (14).

17. The instrumented pedal (100) according to the preceding claim, wherein said second measuring means (6) comprises a plurality of extensimeters (6) positioned on said four measuring regions so as to detect a force exerted by the cyclist on said resting top portion (11).

18. The instrumented pedal (100) according to the preceding claim, wherein said plurality of extensimeters (6) comprises plural sets of extensimeters, the extensimeters (6) of each set being connected therebetween by a Wheatstone bridge circuit diagram, each set being apt to measure a respective component of the force exerted with
respect to a predefined reference system.

19. The instrumented pedal (100) according to one of the claims 13 to 18, wherein said processing means is configured to return said quantity indicative of power and said quantity indicative of pedal stroke efficiency to a remote unit in wireless mode.
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